Recent advances in data and information technologies have enabled extensive digital datasets to be available to decision makers during the life cycle of a civil infrastructure project. However, much of the data is not yet fully reused due to the challenging and time consuming process of extracting the desired data for a specific purpose. Digital datasets are presented only in computer-readable formats and they are mostly complicated. In order to accurately extract a required subset of data, end users need to have deep understanding of the structure of the data schema, the meaning of each data entity and a query language. Thus, to truly facilitate the reuse of digital project data, a computational platform is needed to allow users to present their data needs in natural language. One of the critical requirements for a computer to perform this task is the ability to understand and interpret users' natural language inputs where keywords are a basic linguistic component. This research aims to collect technical terms commonly used in the civil infrastructure domain and develop a semantic similarity model that can measure the meaning relatedness/similarity between terms. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and C-value method are used to automatically extract terms from text documents. A machine learning model called Skip-gram model is then employed to learn the semantic relatedness between technical terms using an unlabeled highway corpora as the input data. The input corpus includes 10 million words mainly collected from roadway design guidelines across the U.S. The model is evaluated by comparing the mapping results performed by a computer and a human.
Introduction
The advanced computerized technologies such as 3D modeling and Geographic Information System (GIS) throughout the life cycle of a civil infrastructure project has allowed a large portion of project data to become available in digital format. In order to enable digital data exchange between proprietary software applications, several neutral data standards, for instance, LandXML [1] and TransXML [2] , have been developed. However, these schemas are presented in machine-readable format and so complicated that it is difficult for end users to extract the desired properties [3] . The end user is required to have considerable programming skills and properly understand the structure and the meaning of each entity or attribute included in the source data schema. Thus, there have been apparent demands for an automatic data extraction means that would eliminate manual processing.
To address the above demand, a considerable amount of research efforts has been undertaken in both the building and transportation sectors. The most commonly adopted method is Model View Definition (MVD) which defines a subset of data for a specific business process. Some examples from this line of efforts include Construction to Operation Building Information Exchange (Cobie) [4] for IFC schema and InfraModel subsets for LandXML schema. Although a large number of MVDs have been proposed, they have not yet kept up with the dynamic demand from the industry since the current method for MVD development is based on a manual process which is highly time consuming [5, 6, 7] . Moreover, the business processes are dynamic and tend to change over time, hence MVDs must be periodically maintained and tailored to reflect the changes from industry practices. Therefore, there is a need to change the current practice of model view definition from the adhoc approach to a more rigorous methodology [5] .
A natural language interface that can allow for human-computer interaction in natural language would enable digital data retrieval to overcome the bottle-neck of MVDs and remove the current burden on the end user.
One fundamental requirement for such a system is the ability to understand technical terms/keywords since they are a basic unit of natural language and users prefer to use them for obtaining data [8] . One of the major obstacles to fulfill the above requirement is the ambiguity issue of technical terms. A technical term in a domain specific document implicitly refers to something that only experts in that field can correctly understand. For example, the term 'roadway type', in general context, can mean the classification of roadways in terms of either material, function or location; but in the highway context, it refers to roadway functional classification. Another issue related to term ambiguity is that two different terms may be used to represent the same concept. For instance, the concept of longitudinal centerline of a roadway has a variety of terms including 'profile', 'crest', 'grade-line' and 'vertical alignment'. Addressing those issues will provide a foundation for natural language interfaces to fast and exactly extract data from the complicated sets of data with minimized human intervention and costs.
To fulfill that need, this research aims to propose a novel model that can be used to measure the semantic similarity between technical terms in the civil infrastructure domain. In order to achieve that goal, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and CValue method [9] are employed to process domainspecific guidelines and extract technical terms commonly used in the civil sector. A matching algorithm implementing the result from the previous step is developed to automatically look for the nearest entities and attributes in the Landxml schema for a certain keyword. The proposed semantic similarity model and the data mapping algorithm are evaluated by comparing the automatically retrieved data with the results performed by a human for performance assessment.
Related research

Partial digital model extraction
Methods for extracting partial models for specific use cases can be classified into the following three groups ordered by the degree of ease of use for end users: (1) developing a query language specifically for Building Information Modeling (BIM) models, (2) ontology-based query approaches, and (3) user-oriented query methods. The first group aims to tailor the conventional query languages (e.g., SQL, Object Orientation) for extracting information from BIM models. The major focus is on developing spatial filter strategies. Examples of these efforts include the Spatial query language [3] , QL4BIM Spatio-semantic query language [10] ; graph-based BIM retrieval [11] , and topological querying [12] . The second group is to enhance the human-readability of data schema by utilizing an ontology approach to transform relations among data entities from implicit to explicit. With these semantic representations, it is easier for end users to read and comprehend a complicated data schema. An extensive number of studies based on this approach have been carried out for various use cases including ontologydriven construction information retrieval for tunnel projects [13] , ontology partial BIM model extraction for building projects [14] , ontology-based extraction of construction information [15] and ontology based querying over linked life cycle data spaces [16] . The last class of partial model query approaches moves a step further in terms of enhancing the ease of data extraction by providing query tools that require less effort from users. For example, Won et al. (2013) [17] proposed a non-schema algorithm that allows for the extraction of IFC instances without using IFC schema or MVD. In addition, a visual BIM query [18] was also established to visualize query codes. Although significant research efforts have been conducted, there is still a lack of natural language interface platforms that can enable computers to understand and interpret the end user's data interests in the civil infrastructure domain.
Semantic data label matching
In the construction industry, research efforts are currently focusing on standardizing the data structure format. There are very few studies that dealt with the issue of sense ambiguity. Zhang and El-Gohary (2015) [19] proposed an algorithm called ZESeM aiming to match a certain keyword to the most semantically relevant IFC entity. The algorithm includes two sequential steps including term-based matching and semantic relation based matching. Since the algorithm accepts matches from the label-based matching step, disambiguation still remains where the same word form is used for different senses. In addition, since ZESeM relies on Wordnet which is a generic lexicon, the applicability would be limited. Lin et al. (2015) [20] developed an IFD based framework for BIM information retrieval. IFD Library (International Framework for Dictionaries library), which is developed and maintained by the international buildingSMART, is a dictionary of BIM data terminology that assigns the same ID to synonyms. The integration or exchange of data using IDs rather than data names would eliminate semantic mismatching. However, since IFD is a hand-made electronic vocabulary, constructing this e-dictionary is time consuming and therefore it is still very limited considering the large collection of terms used in the construction industry.
Natural Language Processing
NLP is a collection of techniques that can analyze and extract information from natural language like text and speech. The major applications of NLP include translation, information extraction, and opinion mining [21] . These applications are supported by a combination of several techniques such as Named Entity Recognition (NER), Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging [22, 23] , tokenization (or word segmentation) [24, 25] , relation extraction, sentence parsing, word sense disambiguation [26, 27, 28] , etc. NLP methods can be classified into two main groups: (1) rule-based and (2) machine-learning (ML) based methods. Since the former group is based solely on hand-coded rules, these systems are not able to cover all the complicated set of human grammars [29] ; and therefore they do not perform well. NLP research has shifted from rule-based analysis to ML-based methods [21] . ML models are able to learn patterns from training examples and predict the output, hence they are independent to languages, linguistic grammars and consequently human resource cost would be reduced [30] .
Word vector representation
Vector space model is a popular method used for estimating word similarity when digital dictionaries are not available. This method is based on the distributional model which represents meanings of words through their contexts (surrounding words) in the corpus [31] . The distributional model stands on the distributional hypothesis that states that two similar terms would occur in the same context [32] . The outcome of this approach is a Vector Space Model (VSM) in which words are converted into vectors and the similarity between two vectors represents the context similarity between the corresponding words [31] . VSM outperforms the dictionary-based method in terms of time saving as the semantic model can be automatically obtained from text corpus and collecting of these corpus is much easier than manually constructing a digital dictionary [33] . Among the methods to develop VSM, Skip-Gram model [34] , which is an un-supervised machine-learning model, outperforms other statistical computational methods in various performance aspects such as accuracy and degree of computational complexity [34] . This machinelearning model learns the semantic similarity between two technical terms through their context similarity. The outcome of the training process is a set of representation vectors for technical terms.
Highway term space model development
The ultimate goal of this research is to build a highway vector space model (H-VSM) that can support the disambiguation task for advancing the computerhuman interaction in partial model extraction. For addressing ambiguity, there are several methods including thesaurus based, ontology based and distributional method. The first two methods require a full lexicon or ontology consisting of semantic descriptions for all relevant concepts. These methods would be ideal for the disambiguation task if domain related thesauruses are available. However, since building those dictionaries requires a huge amount of empirical work, they can cover only limited vocabulary. Wordnet is one of the largest lexicons available containing 117,000 synsets [35] , but it is generic and not suitable for the highway domain. For this reason, this research employs an unsupervised machine learning method called Skip-gram to train unlabeled data and learn the meanings of words by analysing their context words. The process of developing the H-VSM includes the following steps: (1) text document collection, (2) technical term extraction, and (3) semantic similarity training. The sub-sections below discuss the detailed procedures for each step.
Data collection
In this study, a highway corpus has been built using technical documents including textbooks, and highway engineering manuals collected from the Federal Department of Transportation (DOT) and from 18 State DOTs. The focus of the highway corpora in this research is on three project phases including design, construction and asset management. Technical terms in a guidance document in the engineering field are organized in various formats such as plain text, tables, and equations. Since tables and equations are not yet supported by the state-of-the-art NLP techniques, they are removed from the text corpora. The result of data collection is a plain text corpora consisting of approximately 10 million words. This dataset is utilized to extract highway related technical terms which are then trained and converted into vectors.
Technical term detection
The first step of data processing to construct the H-VSM is to detect highway related technical terms. In order to achieve this goal, a set of NLP techniques including tokenization, part of speech tagging are utilized to identify the POS tag for each word in the highway corpora. The OpenNLP library is used to perform this task. The linguistic process, as illustrated in Figure 1 , includes the following steps: [9] , is employed to rank the candidates extracted from the previous step. C-value represents the degree of termhood and is computed based on the frequency of occurrence and the length of terms. Equation 1 below presents the C-value measurement of termhood.
Where: a is a candidate noun phrase, f is the frequency of a in the corpus, Ta is the set of extracted noun phrases that contains a, and P(Ta) is the number of these candidate terms. 
Data training and results
The tagged text corpora from the previous phases will serve as a data source for developing the semantic similarity model. Before collecting the training datasets, multi-word terms in the corpus are replaced with connected blocks of their word members so that they can be treated as single tokens. For instance, 'vertical alignment' will become 'vertical_alignment'. To train the highway corpus, this research employs the skip-gram neural network training model which was developed by [37] . The Skip-Gram model, as illustrated in Figure 2 , requires a set of training data in which the input data is a linguistic unit (noun or noun phrase) and the output data is a set of context words. In order to collect this training dataset, the tagged text corpus is scanned to collect instances of terms and their corresponding context words. Each occurrence of a technical term will correspondingly generate a data point in the training dataset.
The semantic similarity is trained using the word2vec package developed based on the Skip-gram neural network model. Parameters required for word2vec include frequency threshold values, hidden layers, and context window. The parameters used for the training model are presented in Table 1 . Figure 3 presents the term space model developed from the training process. In this model, each technical term collected from technical documents is represented as a vector in a high dimensional space; and the distance between them represents the semantic similarity. The preliminary term space presented in this paper consists of more than six thousand technical keywords. 
LandXML entity search
The proposed semantic model has been tested on the ability to search for data entities in the Landxml schema. As part of the test, an algorithm (see Figure 4 ) was developed for semantically searching for equivalent entities/attributes in Landxml schema. The algorithm is a two-stage procedure. In the first stage, a list of the nearest terms of the keyword input is generated by utilizing the vector space model developed in this research. A stringbased similarity algorithm is then applied to find the entity in the Landxml schema that has the most similar name for each synonym in the list. The string similarity between a word in the nearest list and a Landxml entity or an attribute is computed using the Levenshtein algorithm [38] which is an edit-distance matching based method. The final matches are ranked by the similarity score. 
Evaluation
An evaluation experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of H-VSM and the searching algorithm. In this experiment, a graduate student was asked to look for the data entities and attributes in the Landxml schema that are equivalent or the most related to each of 37 randomly selected keywords. Meanwhile, a prototype built upon the developed algorithm was applied to automatically generate the most matched Landxml entities. The results from the two methods were used to calculate the accuracy of the searching algorithm. Table 2 presents a portion of the experiment result and Table 3 shows the evaluation result using the criteria presented in Equations 2, 3 and 4. As presented in Table  3 , the system shows a 37 percent precision which is relatively low. This is possibly due to the training data size. The searching algorithm accuracy highly relies on the capacity of finding synonyms which is based on the vector space model. This model is currently based on a data training set consisting of only approximately 10 million words. In order to enhance the accuracy, the data training set needs to be extended. Future research will be conducted to extend the training data set. 
Conclusions
Digital project data is now widely available throughout the project life cycle in the civil infrastructure sector. However, the data collected and generated in the early project development stages are not typically reusable in the downstream phases. This is due to the interoperability issue when digital data from the original data creator is not readable or correctly understandable by the data receiver. This research developed a framework that semantically searches for the desired data from a transferred data file. The framework is composed of two components including (1) a term space model which represents highway related concepts extracted from the highway corpora in vectors and (2) a searching algorithm that can search for entities in the Landxml schema based on their semantic similarity instead of string based similarity.
The framework was evaluated by testing on a randomly selected set of input keywords. The result shows the accuracy of over 30 percent. The accuracy is low due to the size of the training data. Future research will be conducted to increase the data size.
The developed semantic similarity model is expected to serve as a fundamental resource for data integration and query systems to eliminate the issue of data terminology inconsistency. The model also has a broad impact in text mining for the infrastructure sector. Although digital data is increasingly available, text documents are still a major data and information communication channel among project stakeholders. The ability to understand the meanings of technical terms will enable computer systems to fast and exactly extract value information from project documents such as contracts or reports. Thanks to that, laborious work of reading and manipulating data and information in paper format would be eliminated.
